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Abstract 
During CO2 injection and storage in deep reservoirs, the injected CO2 enters into an initially brine saturated porous medium, 
and after the injection stops, natural groundwater flow eventually displaces the injected mobile-phase CO2, leaving behind 
residual non-wetting fluid. Accurate modeling of two-phase flow processes are needed for predicting fate and transport of 
injected CO2, evaluating environmental risks and designing more effective storage schemes. The entrapped non-wetting fluid 
saturation is typically a function of the spatially varying maximum saturation at the end of injection. At the pore-scale, 
distribution of void sizes and connectivity of void space play a major role for the macroscopic hysteresis behavior and capillary 
entrapment of wetting and non-wetting fluids. This paper presents development of an approach based on the connectivity of void 
space for modeling hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation-relative permeability relationships. The new approach uses void-size 
distribution and a measure of void space connectivity to compute the hysteretic constitutive functions and to predict entrapped 
fluid phase saturations. Two functions, the drainage connectivity function and the wetting connectivity function, are introduced 
to characterize connectivity of fluids in void space during drainage and wetting processes. These functions can be estimated 
through pore-scale simulations in computer-generated porous media or from traditional experimental measurements of primary 
drainage and main wetting curves. The hysteresis model for saturation-capillary pressure is tested successfully by comparing the 
model-predicted residual saturation and scanning curves with actual data sets obtained from column experiments found in the 
literature. A numerical two-phase model simulator with the new hysteresis functions is tested against laboratory experiments 
conducted in a quasi-two-dimensional flow cell (91.4cm×5.6cm×61cm), packed with homogeneous and heterogeneous sands. 
Initial results show that the model can predict spatial and temporal distribution of injected fluid during the experiments 
reasonably well. However, further analyses are needed for comprehensively testing the ability of the model to predict transient 
two-phase flow processes and capillary entrapment in geological reservoirs during geological carbon sequestration. 
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1. Introduction 
During CO2 injection and storage in deep reservoirs, the injected CO2 enters into an initially brine saturated 
porous medium, and after the injection stops, natural groundwater flow eventually displaces the injected mobile-
phase CO2, leaving behind residual non-wetting fluid. In such applications, primary drainage and subsequent 
wetting behaviour are critical for securing safe storage through entrapment of injected mobile phase CO2. During 
the primary drainage process, the maximum injected-phase fluid saturation may vary spatially, and the entrapped 
non-wetting fluid saturation at the end of imbibition (main wetting) is typically a function of the maximum 
saturation at the end of injection. Hysteretic constitutive relationships among macroscopic variables (such as 
capillary pressure, saturation and relative permeability functions) are needed for traditional two-phase flow models 
predicting spatial and temporal distribution of fluids in porous media.  
In a two-phase system, as drainage occurs, pores or voids with wetting fluid can drain when the non-wetting 
fluid entry pressure is lower than the local capillary pressure, with the largest voids typically draining first. 
However, not all of these voids drain because of poor pore connectivity or due to blockage from surrounding 
smaller sized voids. As a result, the wetting fluid in some portion of these voids becomes trapped. During 
imbibition, smaller voids tend to fill first with the wetting phase (invaded fluid) as the capillary pressure decreases, 
but the wetting phase may never imbibe into all voids of a given size as a result of entrapment of the non-wetting 
phase. These fundamental differences in pore-scale processes result in macroscopic hysteretic relationship among 
capillary pressure, saturation and relative permeability [1, 2]. In addition to contact angle hysteresis, distribution and 
connectivity of void space controls the macroscopic hysteresis behaviour and capillary entrapment of wetting and 
non-wetting fluids in porous media 
Both empirical [e.g., 3] and non-empirical approaches [e.g., 4, 5, 6] have been developed to mathematically 
describe the hysteresis phenomenon during multiphase flow in porous media. As shown by several experimental 
studies [e.g., 7], under capillary-dominated flow conditions, the entrapped or residual saturation of a fluid phase is a 
function of its maximum saturation at the end of the flow reversal (changing from drainage to wetting or vice 
versa). However, this dependence is often ignored in constitutive relationships; either the residual fluid saturations 
are assumed to be constant or simple empirical relationships are employed to estimate the residual fluid saturations 
[8].  
Cihan et al. [9] have proposed an approach for mathematical representation of macroscopic hysteretic capillary-
pressure saturation relationships with capillary entrapment. The model presented in [9] requires knowledge of a 
void-volume distribution function and two connectivity functions characterizing distinct paths of fluids during 
drainage and wetting. It was demonstrated that this new approach could successfully represent macroscopic 
hysteresis behaviour observed during successively occurring drainage and imbibition processes. The model was 
tested in comparison with invasion percolation simulations for 3D computer-constructed idealized porous media and 
with measured data sets from the literature. Based on the connectivity-based approach given in [9], in this work we 
have developed new models for hysteretic relative permeability functions. The developed hysteretic constitutive 
models have been incorporated into a numerical model simulator based on the traditional two-phase flow theory. 
The numerical model is compared against laboratory experiments to test the ability of the theory and constitutive 
models to predict motion and capillary trapping of two immiscible fluids in macroscopically homogeneous and 
heterogeneous porous media.  
2. Modeling Approach 
2.1. Hysteresis in saturation- capillary pressure relationship 
This section is taken from Cihan et al. [9]. The fundamental supposition behind the following model 
development is that the drainage and imbibition paths of the fluids are independent from each other and that the 
connectivity of different sized voids in space controls the displacement processes at the macroscopic scale in any 
stage of the drainage and wetting processes. The cumulative connectivity function for drainage, d5 , and the 
cumulative connectivity function for wetting, w5 , are introduced as to be characteristic properties of the porous 
medium and fluid phases, which represent quantitative measure of how the fluids are distributed in connected void 
space during drainage and imbibition. The drainage connectivity function characterizes connection of void space 
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starting from larger voids toward the smaller voids where the non-wetting fluid invades through as the capillary 
pressure increases. The wetting connectivity function characterizes connection of void space starting from smaller 
voids toward the larger voids where the wetting phase invades through as the capillary pressure decreases. 
Considering a continuous void emptying/filling process and assuming a continuous void volume fraction 
distribution f(r) as a function of void size r, the primary drainage curve for saturation-capillary pressure (Sw-Pc) 
relation is given by: 
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Based on the assumption of independence of drainage and imbibition paths of the fluids, a Sw-Pc function 
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Likewise, for any order of drainage following an imbibition event, saturation can be expressed as 
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During drainage and imbibition, the voids with sizes between ( )cr P - ,( )c wr P  or ,( )c dr P - ( )cr P  can be invaded 
as a function of Pc. ( )cr P  may differ for drainage and wetting as a result of changing contact angle from drainage to 
wetting and vice versa. The Young-Laplace equation can be used to obtain the relationship between ( )cr P  and cP  
as  1 / cr Pv  by scaling with the minimum entry pressures ( min min,d wP P ). Assuming the voids have similar shapes, 
we can express max min( ) /c d cr P r P P  for drainage and max min( ) /c w cr P r P P  for wetting. ,( )c wr P  and ,( )c dr P  are the 
last values during wetting and drainage, respectively, before a flow reversal (drainage or wetting) occurs.  
The connectivity functions d5 and w5 can be estimated from pore-scale simulations, or measured primary 
drainage and main wetting curves can be used to inversely estimate d5 and w5 . Cihan et al. [9] computed d5  and 
w5 for multiple realizations of computer-generated porous media with bimodal lognormal and lognormal void-
volume fraction distribution using the invasion percolation algorithm, and proposed that the following nonlinear 
Gaussian cumulative functions could represent the cumulative connectivity functions reasonably well: 
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where ) [ ] is the unit step function, and 
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where , , , ,a b c d e  are constants with subscripts (d, w) for drainage and wetting. Pd(r) and Pw(r) represent the entry 
capillary pressures for invasion of fluids into voids during drainage and imbibition (or wetting), respectively. The 
estimated cumulative connectivity functions from one realization of the Berea sandstone example are presented in 
Figure 1 as contour maps. The horizontal axis is the void size normalized by maximum void size, and the vertical 
axis represents the capillary pressure. In Figure 1a, at lower values of the capillary pressure where large voids might 
drain, d5 values approach zero indicating that there are no or very few large voids connected to the inlet of the 
injected fluid, while at very high capillary pressures, there are no or very few connected small voids that could drain 
(because they include trapped wetting fluid separated from the cluster of the displaced fluid connected to the outlet). 
For the wetting process shown in Figure 1b, the w5 values approach zero at large voids that entrap most of the non-
wetting fluid, while the probability goes to 1 for very small voids that can become wet first if they are connected to 
the inlet of the displacing fluid. Note that these results are based on the assumption that both invading fluid and 
displaced fluid are incompressible. Without the entrapment (e.g., for displacement of compressible fluids), d5 and 
w5 functions approach 1 as the volumetric content of invading fluid (wetting or nonwetting) becomes equal to or 
greater than the percolation threshold value of the porous domain. 
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Fig. 1. The cumulative connectivity functions for (a) drainage and (b) wetting for one realization of the synthetic 3D porous medium with Berea 
sandstone void-size distribution. The horizontal axis represents void size (non-dimensionalized by maximum void size), and the vertical axis 
represents capillary pressure. Estimated parameter values for drainage equal to a=0.88, b=3143.78, c=165.57, d=0.39 and e=0.08, and for 
wetting equal to a=1.0, b=17279.20, c=9797.76, d=0.38, e=0.24. (Adapted from Cihan et al 2014) 
2.2. Hysteresis in relative permeability functions  
The mathematical models of drainage and wetting connectivity functions presented above and in Sections 2.1 
and 2.2 of Cihan et al. [9] constitute a framework for representing the hysteretic relationships for relative 
permeability functions for a porous medium involving displacement of two fluid phases at any stage of drainage and 
imbibition. Following an approach similar to Marshall [10] (note that similar approach later was adapted by [11], 
and [12]), two surfaces from a cross-sectional cut through a random porous medium are re-joined randomly (Fig. 
2a). The surfaces are connected through pore necks, and the permeability is proportional to an average value of the 
intersection areas between pairs of contacting voids and inversely proportional to the tortuosity, assuming the 
validity of Poiseuille’s equation for flow through pore channels and analogously the validity of the Darcy’s law at a 
macroscopic scale of the porous medium. We also further assume that distribution of void areal fractions in a cross-
section is equivalent the distribution of void volume fractions based on the results obtained by [12] in a random 
isotropic porous medium. As a result of the fully random matching approach, the probability of having fluid-
conducting voids with sizes between r and r+dr can be expressed as ~f(r)dr f(r')dr', and the intrinsic permeability, 
k, is proportional to max
min
2( ( ) )rr f x xdx³  . In this work, we extend this approach to represent relative permeability under 
two-phase flow conditions in a random isotropic porous medium, where the intersected void areas at a cross-section 
will be filled with different fluids.  
 
 
Fig 2. (a) Matching of two random porous surfaces based on Marshall (1958) probabilistic approach for modeling relative permeability functions 
in a random porous medium. Red color represents the non-wetting fluid, green represents the wetting fluid, and dark grey represents the solid 
phase (adapted from Cihan et al., 2014); (b) Demonstration of the relative permeability models generated by equations (6-8) for arbitrarily 
chosen material properties and for primary drainage and main wetting processes. 
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between r and r+dr can be expressed as ~ ( , )d cr P5 f(r)dr ( ', )
d
cr P5 f(r')dr', and then permeability of the non-
wetting fluid at a capillary pressure Pc, knw, is proportional to max 2( )( ( , ) ( ) ) [ ]c
r
c n cr P x P f x xdx S S) ³
dP  , where Sc is the 
percolation threshold of the porous medium. [ ]n cS S)  indicates that the nonwetting fluid will have nonzero 
permeability in a direction only if it percolates in that direction from one end to the other end of the domain. 
Likewise, permeability of the wetting fluid at a capillary pressure Pc, kw, can be expressed to be proportional to 
min
( ) 2( [1- ( , )] ( ) ) [ ]cr P c w cr x P f x xdx S S) ³
dP  . Note that wetting film flow is neglected in this formulation. The 
modeling approach here can be generalized to representation of relative permeability functions for any successive 
drainage and imbibition processes. The hysteretic relative permeability (krw=kw/k, krn=kn/k) functions for non-
wetting and wetting fluids can be expressed as 
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where gn function represents the areal fraction of voids filled with non-wetting fluid after the nth flow reversal from 
drainage to imbibition or vice versa. The sub index n indicates the number of flow reversals and whether imbibition 
or drainage is occurring, with odd numbers for imbibition events and even numbers for drainage events. A 
generalized formulation for g function is given by 
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Equations (1-3) and (6-7) require numerical integrations. A FORTRAN code was developed for computations of the 
developed constitutive models. Figure 2b presents an example demonstration of the relative permeability models 
generated by equations (6-8) for arbitrarily chosen material properties. The model requires storing of the capillary 
pressure values at all flow reversal points. The saturation-capillary pressure- relative permeability models need to be 
tested with experimental data, which will be shown partially in the next section with comparisons against laboratory 
experiment results. 
3. Results 
3.1. Testing of the models with core-scale experimental studies  
Figure 3a presents a prediction of the residual non-wetting fluid as a function of varying initial non-wetting 
saturation using the models in Equations (1-3). The cumulative connectivity functions for drainage and wetting 
were estimated from percolation models in [9] and [13]. Figure 3a also shows a comparison with experimental 
results using different fluid pairs, the data taken from [14]. The model using both computer-generated data appears 
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to overlap with decane/water [15] and CO2/water [14] experiments in Berea sandstone cores, while the other data 
sets fall significantly lower. The model was also tested in comparison with two laboratory column experiments 
packed with two natural sand samples from [16]. Figure 3b presents an example application of the model to predict 
the scanning curves in one of the sand samples. For both sand samples, lognormal distribution of void volume 
fractions was assumed and the model (Eqs. 1-2) was fitted to the primary drainage and main wetting data only 
(shown by filled circles and solid lines in Figure 3b) for estimating parameters of the lognormal distribution and the 
drainage and wetting connectivity functions (Eqs. 4-5). The scanning curves were then calculated using the model 
(dashed lines) (Fig 3b) and compared to the measured data (open circles). The good agreement demonstrates that 
the model proves to be promising for further testing to predict spatial and temporal changes in residual saturations 
in application to geologic carbon sequestration (GCS) and other applications involving two-phase flow in porous 
media.  
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) The predicted residual saturations of non-wetting fluid as a function of the initial saturation at the end of drainage for computer-
generated Berea sandstone samples, compared with the laboratory data in the literature for different fluid-pairs in different Berea sandstone cores 
(Printed after Cihan et al., 2014); (b) Comparison of the predicted wetting and drainage curves with the experimental data (Sand I) from 
Poulovassilis (1970). (Printed after Cihan et al., 2014) 
3.2. Testing of the models with laboratory experiments in sand-packed tanks 
The developed hysteretic constitutive models have been incorporated into a Finite Volume-based numerical 
simulator based on the traditional two-phase flow theory. The numerical model is compared against laboratory 
experiments to test the ability of the theory and constitutive models to predict motion and capillary trapping of two 
immiscible fluids in macroscopically homogeneous and heterogeneous porous media. Laboratory tank experiments 
were conducted in a quasi 2D flow cell with internal dimensions (91.4cm×5.6cm×61cm). Surrogate fluids, glycerol-
water mixture (~80% glycerol in terms of weight) and soltrol were used to mimic the behavior of brine and scCO2, 
respectively under ambient conditions. The experiments conducted under both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
packing conditions involved an injection of soltrol into an initially glycerol-water saturated system from a vertical 
PVC pipe near one of the horizontal boundaries (closed). A 16cm-thick sand material inclined about 2 degrees with 
respect to the ground represented the storage reservoir (Fig 4), overlaid with a very fine material representing a 
caprock (practically impermeable to the soltrol invasion). The system was connected to a constant pressure 
controlling device at the other horizontal boundary. Readers are referred to [17], published as a GHGT-12 
conference proceeding paper, for further details of the experimental setup and material properties used. Preliminary 
results comparing the model predicted fluid displacements during injection and post-injection is presented in 
Figures 4 and 5. The model appears to capture the plume migration reasonably well (Fig 4-5), although it slightly 
over predicts the plume migrations at early stages for both homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. Further 
analyses will be conducted to compare model predictions of point-wise changes in saturation (based on x-ray 
measurements) as a function of time. Higher order moments in both horizontal and vertical directions will also be 
computed to better understand the model's ability to capture overall plume migration. 
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Fig 4. Comparison of model-predicted nonwetting phase fluid distributions with observed migration at 5.5 hours (end of injection) for (a) 
Homogeneous packing (sand type 40/50), (b) heterogeneous packing (includes 3 different sand types as sand# 30/40, 40/50 and 50/70, 
permeabilities ranging from 10-10 to 10-11). (See Trevisan et al. 2014, GHGT-12, for properties of the sands). 
 
Fig. 5. Comparisons of model-predicted normalized first moment of the plume mass (central coordinate) in horizontal direction with the 
experimental data. 
4. Conclusion 
This study presents a modeling approach for mathematically representing hysteretic capillary pressure-
saturation-relative permeability relationships at macroscopic scale. The hysteretic constitutive model requires 
knowledge of a distribution function for void volume fraction and two connectivity functions representing 
volumetric proportions of connected voids that can drain or become wet under different capillary pressure states. 
The drainage connectivity function characterizes connection of void space starting from larger voids toward the 
smaller voids where the non-wetting fluid invades through as the capillary pressure increases. The wetting 
connectivity function characterizes connection of void space starting from smaller voids toward the larger voids 
where the wetting phase invades through as the capillary pressure decreases. The constitutive model of saturation-
capillary pressure successfully represented computer-generated numerical data, and also predicted reasonably well 
actual experimental data from the literature from core-scale studies. The hysteresis models were incorporated into a 
a. b. 
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numerical two-phase flow simulator. Initial results of the numerical model, compared with laboratory tanks 
experiments, look promising, but further analyses will be conducted for comprehensively testing the ability of the 
model to predict transient two-phase flow processes and capillary entrapment in geological reservoirs in application 
to GCS. 
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